Patent Mapping for IAM Strategy and Value

Patent mapping and the review of patent landscapes in technology areas and analysis of
competitor patents can assist greatly in determining the intellectual asset management (IAM)
strategy of a business and extracting value from its intellectual property (IP).
Competitor analysis
Most businesses should realise they are not working in a vacuum and staying one step ahead of their competition will assist in the success of the business now and into
the future. Various sophisticated tools can be used for conducting comparative reviews of the patent portfolios of competitors, including patent landscape maps, citation
trees and automatic watch alerts. Towards the end of 2009 Watermark acquired an Analyst subscription to the top level of the patent searching platform of Thomson
Innovation™ which provides such sophisticated tools.
Patent landscape maps
A patent landscape map analyses a collection of patents and groups patents relating to the same technology sub-areas into clusters. Those clusters which have a large
number of patents are represented as peaks or mountains on the landscape map, whereas technology areas where there are few closely related patents are represented
as deserts or islands in an ocean. Figure 1 below is a patent landscape map called a ThemeScape™ map generated using the Thomson Innovation™ software for the
solar energy field of technology.
Collections of patents for generating patent landscape maps may be obtained in different ways, eg by collating the patents of known competitors in a particular
technology, by conducting subject matter searches in patent databases using various combinations of keywords and/or international patent classifications, and/or from
citation trees based on key patents in a particular technology (discussed below).
Each dot on a patent landscape map represents an individual patent, and patents of different owners can be shown in different colours to distinguish them. This helps to
identify particular technology sub-areas in which different competitors are concentrating their R&D and patenting activity.
The patent landscape maps can also be time-sliced, eg to show how a technology area has developed over time and to show how some businesses have changed their
patenting focus over time.
Further advantages of analysing patent landscape maps can include identification of hot technologies, opportunities in adjacent or related markets, discovery of new
players in the field and potential partners or acquisition targets.

Figure 1 – ThemeScapeTM map for solar energy
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Citation trees
A citation tree is a pictorial representation showing not only prior patents cited by major Patent Offices (USPTO, EPO, WIPO, etc) during examination of a
patent application (back citations), but also later patent applications against which the particular patent chosen has been cited (forward citations). Using
the Thomson Innovation™ software it is possible to generate citation trees of up to five levels of back and forward citations. An example of a citation tree
for a key patent in the field of nanotechnology is shown below in Figure 2.
In a citation tree, patents of different owners can be represented in different colours. This can assist in identifying certain competitors that are working
in the same area as a key patent of a business and that may be about to launch a competing product. Also, analysing forward citations can show when
competitors are trying to build a fence around a key patent by filing multiple patent applications for improvements. This ‘ring-fencing’ may restrict the
owner of the key patent from making and exploiting further developments to the key patent.
Analysis of back citations in a citation tree can be used advantageously to assess the validity of patents, for instance in freedom to operate searches and
when deciding whether or not to file an opposition or re-examination request.
Figure 2 – Sample citation tree showing three levels of forward citations for a patent that has been highly cited in the field of nanotechnology.

Automatic watch alerts
Thomson Innovation™ can provide various automatic watch alerts on patents, such as new patent publications in particular technology areas and/or new patent
publications filed by certain companies and inventors. This enables a business to keep a closer eye on recent patenting activities and filing trends of its competitors
and on important developments in its industry. The acceptance and grant of particular patents can also be monitored with automatic alerts for opposition purposes.
The strategic filing of oppositions can be used to negotiate favourable terms in patent licences from the owners of the opposed patents and be used as a tactic to
delay or frustrate the grant of a competitor patent.
Case study
In 2009 Watermark, using the services of Thomson Innovation™, conducted a thorough competitor analysis for one of our local Australian clients. Various evaluation
methods were used to analyse the patent portfolios of different competitors, including:
• vitality and staying power – obtained from analysing trends in filing over time and rate of conversion from applications to patents
• impact and break-through quality – reflected in the amount of citation by others in the field
• vulnerability and technology overlap – identified using adverse Examiner references and linking technologies with potential competitive importance
• degree of competitiveness – highlighted by the opposition rate for European patents and success rate in maintaining patents after opposition.
Outcomes
The competitor analysis provided new insights for the business in addition to confirming what was suspected about some competitors. Observations and
recommendations from the report supported the IAM strategy adopted by the business and its expenditure on protecting its IP. The identification of some new players
in the field and the strategic filing of oppositions after competitor watches have led to several licensing opportunities for the business.
Conclusions
It is recommended that all technology businesses, whether large or small, should conduct some form of competitor analysis from time to time, and the patent
mapping tools described above can greatly assist in performing such a competitor analysis. If you wish to discuss how Watermark might assist your business with a
competitive analysis, please contact either Roger Green (r.green@watermark.com.au) or Amanda Jones (a.jones@watermark.com.au).
Roger Green
Principal, Watermark. +613 9819 1664
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